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Quick Links. Table of Contents. Meter with wireless cellular communication option 5 pages.
Electronic meter for electric energy measurement 10 pages. Page 9: Table Of Contents Page
Page Foreword The purchaser is responsible for making sure that everyone, whether in his
employment or not, who will be associated with the products supplied by Elster Metering
Systems, and to which these instructions and information apply, are made familiar with the
contents of this manual. Page Warnings Elster Metering Systems would like to draw the user's
attention to the International Standard for Lithium Batteries - IEC - which gives further
information about the handling, storage, transport and disposal of lithium cells. Safety
requirements for meters are addressed in specific metering standards outlined below. Page
Introduction Communications are provided via the optical IEC port and are supported by data
stream mode, allowing fast reading of meter data. The A permits up to 90 days of load profile
data to be collected in less than 30 seconds. The RJ11 socket provides optional RS
communications allowing remote access to the same data as the optical port. Connection
diagrams See Figure 5A for examples are shown underneath the terminal cover. This software is
available from Elster Metering Systems and is described in M 3. Note: The features available will
depend on the meter variant See Section 5. The measurement discrimination is such that, as the
power factor of any load from 0. The demand integration period can be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 20,
30 or 60 minutes. In A meters the integration period used for the demand registers is the same
as the load profile integration period. Page Switching Times There may be special days in the
year when the tariff does not follow the normal pattern, e. These can be taken care of by
invoking Exclusion Dates. Up to 32 Exclusion Dates can be programmed. December 25 programmed by absolute dd. Page Daylight Savings The meter has the facility to have a
different switching program consisting of several switching times running on different days of
the week. An example of a switching program is below. An option to perform an End of Billing
on the Deferred Tariff Changeover Date is available as part of the deferred tariff structure. Page
Security Features The meter detects and stores the number of reverse running events to a
maximum of The register will then roll over to 0. A time and date stamp of the three most recent
events is recorded. An event is detected if the meter runs in reverse for a period greater than 5
seconds. Reverse energy reading Irrespective of whether the meter is set to import only power
flow insensitive mode, reverse kWh power flow will be independently recorded. Page Ct Ratio
Programming A time and date stamp of the three most recent non-fatal error events is recorded
where possible. In the unlikely event that any of the above meter errors occur, a catastrophic
failure has been detected and the meter should be returned to Elster Metering for failure
investigation. The number of times the cover has been removed to a maximum of 65, is
recorded together with the time and date stamps of the last 3 occurrences. The display opposite
shows kWh, x Up to 40 displays can be made available for each mode of operation. Auto-cycle
At power up the segment test pattern is shown. Examples of displays and a full list of displays
are given in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. Items available will depend on the meter variant. This
facility is limited to reading data only. The port can operate at baud rates of up to The port
allows access to the same data as the optical port, using the same protocol. The port operates
at speeds of up to baud. Data Stream Mode See Section Page Programming The Meter If a
request for a small adjustment An optional external battery that supports the reading of meter
data and display facilities during power outages can be provided. The pulse output meets the
requirements of IEC Page Test Indication Manufacturing Option Readings The A can be
programmed to record up to four values from any of the rising demand registers at the end of
each integration period. Up to days of 30 minute data can be stored for a single channel.
However, for maximum operational life, it is recommended that installation sites are chosen
where condensation is unlikely to occur. Page Installation Check that there is no movement or
loose parts within the meter enclosure. If damage has been sustained in transit, an immediate
claim should be made to the Transport Company, and a report sent to the Elster Metering
Systems branch office or agent. Page Fixing And Connection Secure the lower end of the meter
to the board using two 5mm dia. Tighten screws just sufficiently to prevent movement of the
meter. For connecting to the large diameter terminals, strip back the cable insulation by 26mm.
Fully insert cables into the terminals so that the insulation butts up into the counter-sunk
recesses in the bottom face of the terminal block. Reset Pushbutton 5. Display 2. Display
Pushbutton 6. Nameplate 7. IEC Port 3. Figure 5A â€” Page 62 Frequency Phase A Repeat for
kvarh using left hand Test LED. Page A2. It will be necessary to set the pulse value of the meter
under test shown on the meter nameplate into the meter test equipment. Two- way RJ11
adaptors will be required to link each meter in the chain. Check that the terminal cover plate is
in place before installing the module. If the terminal cover plate is not in place, all supplies to
the meter must be isolated. For correctly installed 3 phase 4 wire meters, one of the battery
connections will be at 'Mains Neutral' potential. Page 74 RS Multi-drop Mode Page 75 Protection

Act The purchaser is responsible for making sure that everyone, whether in his employment or
not, who will be associated with the products supplied by Elster Metering Systems, and to
which these instructions and information apply, are made familiar with the contents of this
manual. Both modems are housed in a secure carrier that fits under the meter terminal cover.
Before installing a module or module peripheral equipment, read the Safety Warnings,
Warnings, Precautions for handling electrostatic discharge sensitive devices and EMC
Guidelines below. It is, however, the responsibility of the installer to ensure that an installed
system conforms to the directives. It is therefore important to choose an antenna most suitable
for your installation. Signal strength may be tested by using the monitor on a mobile telephone
providing the mobile uses the same service provider as the SIM in the GSM. Equipment listed is
a representative sample only. The maximum transmission distance is 12 metres. Each meter will
require a two-way RJ11 adaptor to link to the next meter in the chain. Page Rs Multi-Drop Mode
Follow steps 6 to 9 to connect the next meter in the chain Replace the terminal cover and fit
appropriate seals Page 87 E71 Once configured, remember to change HyperTerminal baud rate
to match. Page 92 Communications This manual is for use with the A meter and the A load
profile meter only. See the list below for details of meter variants. Page Software Installation
After a short time the screen opposite is displayed. Use the Browse button to select another
folder. Click Next to continue. A prompt is displayed if it is OK to overwrite the Page 97 Probe
with DTR disabled Probe with DTR enabled It is important to choose the correct probe for your
installation, as optical communications will not be available if the wrong probe is selected. You
may select a folder already on your system or select a new folder. When you have chosen the
folder: Click Next to continue. Page Power Master Unit Power Master Unit meter compatibility
does not allow different meter types to be programmed by the same scheme, therefore a
separate manual support's each application. This manual supports A and A meters only. The
Password is initially set to Elster. This should be changed as soon as possible to prevent
unauthorised access to the Master Unit. The object or folder will appear highlighted. Opening
folders In the Scheme Manager, double click the leftmost mouse button on Schemes. Page
Menus This option allows unwanted. RES files to be deleted. It consists of a Page Identifier and
three Check Panels. All information required to program a meter is contained in the Help. Using
the F1 Key This Scheme may be used to program a number of different meters with the same
Tariff and Display sequence. Page Scheme Manager Context Menu with the options shown
opposite becomes available. Options obey standard Windows conventions and are viewed by
pointing at the right pane of the Scheme manager, then right clicking the mouse. Select
Compatibility on the Main Menu Bar. Select the appropriate meter variant only. Rename the
scheme and press Enter. Using the Summary Page All items shown in bold will be programmed
to the meter. The shaded box indicates the season or day to switch to i. Holiday is the day type
selected to use. A Billing Reset on switching to Deferred Tariff can also be actioned. Ensure that
the chosen pulse value and pulse width leaves adequate gaps between pulses at maximum
meter loads. Page Load Profiling If AC supply is selected, the crystal will take over in the event
of a supply failure. Load profiling â€” The A can be set to observe daylight savings See 3.
Communication Turn-around Time This is a programmable time before which the meter will
respond for a request for data. The default is ms. The indicators can be enabled or disabled
from the display. Billing Reset Lockout - Manual billing resets can be locked out until midnight
or locked out for a set duration. Page Data Stream Mode Double click on the new data to read in
the scheme manager Double click one of the readings to view the data read back from the
meter. Generally these are displayed in a similar format to which the data is entered. Click on
Load Profile Data from the readings to view the screen below. Graph Load Profile readings can
be displayed as a graph. The actual value of data can be viewed by placing the cursor on the
plotted readings. Page Excel. Alternatively the data can be exported in a file format that is
suitable for being transferred into an MV90 system. It is used to invoke the Meter Information
editor. The Meter manager consists of three components. Meters - This is a list of meters
available on the system. It allows Meter Connection information, Identifiers and Security
information to be configured. Page Meter Information Editor Enter the connection method and
any outstation no. For new connections refer to Section 8. This is achieved by copying a Meter
and a Scheme into the Meter list. It also allows other parameters shown opposite to be entered.
Changing Passwords This allows the password for a User to be changed. Use the Delete option
from the Users menu list to delete the selected User. File types are shown in the left column and
the setting location in the right column. Page Note â€” If this option is used, old readings are
stored in the database and new readings are appended. Always overwrite with new data is the
option normally used. This overwrites any old data with the new data. Back-up Database
Back-up database allows all files in the database to be backed up. It is recommended that the
database is backed up at least once a week and that the files are stored on a separate computer.

The set up requires the communications type etc. The file will contain information required to
analyse the failure. Use the text files if support is required when contacting Elster Metering
Systems about communications failures. Networking the Power Master Unit A new file with the
following format must be loaded. In addition, through its subsidiary Ipsen International, it is the
leading global manufacturer of high-level thermochemical treatment equipment. This manual is
also suitable for: A Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Through listening
and responding to our customers, we are able to deliver solutions that enable them to achieve
their goals. Honeywell's products work together to create: value-added, innovative,
interoperable, correct solutions. We are strategizing and collaborating to change utility norms.
Honeywell offers one of the broadest product lines for water metering in the World. English
Deutsch. Welcome to Honeywell Water Metering. Low impact Products for water providers that
meet future lead-free environmental standards today. Smart Our Smart metering solutions help
customers to improve revenue, reduce operating costs and enhance customer service.
Improved performance Residential and commercial
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revenue metering, network management and leak detection capabilities will improve through
the use of our innovative metering solutions. About us. Honeywell Water Metering is an industry
leader in the development and implementation of innovative metering solutions to the water
industry and is committed to address the unique challenges the industry faces, including
increasing customer demand and water scarcity. Honeywell Water Metering designs and
manufactures a comprehensive range of water metering solutions, which includes high
accuracy mechanical meters, fully electronic water meters and Smart metering solutions for
residential, commercial and industrial sectors. Engineered for Life We have a passion for
ingenuity and a year legacy of pioneering systems and technologies to distribute, measure,
monitor and manage water accurately and efficiently. Better Together Through listening and
responding to our customers, we are able to deliver solutions that enable them to achieve their
goals.

